Mass spectrometry for the study of protein-protein interactions.
The identification of subpicomolar amounts of protein by mass spectrometry (MS) coupled with two-dimensional methods to separate complex protein mixtures is fueling the field of proteomics, and making feasible the notion of cataloging and comparing all of the expressed proteins in a biological sample. Functional proteomics is a complementary effort aimed at the characterization of functional features of proteins, such as their interactions with other proteins. Proteins comprise modular domains, many of which are noncatalytic modules that direct protein-protein interactions. Capturing proteins of interest and their interacting proteins by using high-affinity antibodies presents a simple method to prepare relatively simple protein mixtures easily resolved in one-dimensional formats. Individual or mixtures of proteins identified as stained bands in polyacrylamide gels are subjected to in situ digestion with the protease trypsin, and the extracted peptide fragments are analyzed by MS. The quality, quantity, and complexity of the tryptic digest, the species origin of the proteins, and the quality of the corresponding databases of genomic and protein information greatly influence the subsequent MS analysis in terms of degree of difficulty and methodological approach required to make an unambiguous protein identification. In this article we report the isolation of associated proteins from a complex cell-derived lysate by using an epitope-directed antibody. The protein pICLn engineered to carry an epitope tag was purified from cultured human embryonic kidney cells, and found to associate with a variety of proteins including the spliceosomal proteins smE and smG. By application of this general approach, the systematic identification of protein complexes and assignment of protein function are possible.